The event calculus (EC) has been used previously to model the behaviour of individual buses in a public transport system. Using this for usefully answering questions about traffic conditions means getting high performance from the backward chaining behaviour of a typical event calculus inference mechanism written in a logic programming language. In seeking to find periods of congestion in the historical data as well as to detect congested traffic as it happens, we have tightly coupled an event calculus implementation with a geospatial database system. We thus go beyond the forms of caching or windowing typically used for managing such spatial data within an EC system.
INTRODUCTION
Distributed event-based systems have been used as the model for sensor systems that analyse vehicle movement [2] . Subsequent work has examined use of the event calculus (EC) [4] to model this movement and evaluate queries about it, including detecting congestion [1] . However, that work focused on importing data into the runtime environment of an event calculus implementation. This means that a system using, for example, a logic programming language must provide a set of features to handle spatial data.
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strate that the elegant model provided by the event calculus can work well when directly coupled with a spatial database. In doing so, we provide the best of both worlds. The EC gives natural logical expression of rich event semantics while the database assists with high speed execution over large spatial datasets. Furthermore, this leads to consistent expression of historical and real-time queries. EC predicates can express either using the same interface, and the spatial database provides effective caching and indexing of historical data. We avoid applying time windows within the EC predicates, allowing for the use of the full extent of indexed records in the database. If the database becomes overloaded, query limiting can be applied over the existing stored data, allowing administrators to determine and apply the specific precision tradeoffs that are necessary.
We explore these ideas in the context of congestion on the roads as experienced by buses.
AN EVENT CALCULUS MODEL THAT UTILISES A GEOSPATIAL DATABASE
A typical EC implementation uses predicates of the form happens(Event,Time) to model events-each an instantaneous occurrence in time that is identified by a given Prolog term. Prolog allows a variable such as Event to be bound to a compound term like bus(Id). The unification process means that Id in this example can be used to parameterise the event; this form of parametrising a compound term is a Prolog idiom and is very natural for the programmer. Alongside this happens/2 predicate, holds_at(U,T) is true if fluent U holds at time T. Fluents are named states of the world that hold over half-open time intervals. holds_at/2 forms the core of an implementation of the EC in Prolog and is the mechanism for querying historical data.
The primary event that we care about uses compound terms of the form bus(Id,Easting,Northing) to represent a sighting of a bus with vehicle ID Id. Easting and Northing together representing the location of the bus as coordinates in a local, Cartesian coordinate system. Alongside this event we define the congested_region(Easting,Northing,R) fluent which holds if the geographical region centred on the point Easting and Northing and having size R is congested. This fluent is deliberately abstract in the sense of not specifying the precise shape of the region nor how R is measured.
The computation of large (in geographical terms) congested regions is achieved by a recursive subdivision of the region into smaller areas, i.e., holds_at(congested_region(Easting,Northing,R),T) :-geo_decomposition(Easting,Northing,R,NewEasting, NewNorthing,NewR), holds_at(congested_region(NewEasting,NewNorthing, NewR),T).
This evaluation bounds the maximum potential search complexity using a geographical windowing function; predicate geo_decomposition(Easting,Northing,R, NewEasting,NewNorthing,NewR)
holds when NewEasting, NewNorthing, and NewR are part of a geographical subset of the region Easting, Northing, R.
To define regions we spatially subdivide the plane into a rectangular grid, which has numerous advantageous properties: the grid squares tessellate a region easily, so we can guarantee that the regions provide complete coverage; there is a regular, recursive subdivision of squares into half-width, half-height sub-squares; and the centre points of horizontal and vertical neighbours of a given region are all equidistant.
Recording and querying the bus sighting events
Data are created over time by software subscribing to a stream of bus sighting events. When a bus sighting event is received it is added into the bus sighting table. This effectively validates the predicate happens(bus(Id,Easting,Northing),Time) based on that bus sighting. Also, each sighting is checked against a set of stored geographical regions, which represent congested_region/3 fluents that are unterminated. These fluents are the way that EC expresses queries over incoming data, as opposed to fluents describing historical information. Any bus sighting might cancel the congestion condition in a particular region. If any such fluents are terminated, fluents regarding congestion regions geographically containing this region may terminate also and so on, recursively.
We are now in a position to explain the linkage between the geospatial database and the event calculus inference system. The goal is efficient checking of the holds_at(congested_region(Easting,Northing,R),T) fluent (which is described above). In the process we must determine the truth of the happens(bus(Id,Easting,Northing),Time) predicate, so we make a single database query that is simultaneously parameterised with Id, Easting, Northing and Time. The database uses traditional indices for Id and Time and a spatial index for the point that (Easting, Northing) defines (in the case of PostgreSQL and PostGIS [6] this will be a GiST index). Furthermore, our scheme for geographical decomposition means that the CONGESTEDREGION table stores rows that represent memoised holds_at(congested_region(Easting,Northing,R),T)
predicates. We use these when new bus sightings arrive to increase the speed of evaluation and store new predicate evaluations back in the CONGESTEDREGION table for improved performance in the future. Note that to take advantage of the database indices, we store variables from different parts of the predicate in a single table, including Easting, Northing, and R.
When a query is made of a geographical region and a time, we first consult congested_region fluents recorded in the CONGESTEDREGION table in the database. If the table contains a row that covers the fluent parameters then the fluent holds. If not then either the fluent does not hold or a conclusion about the region in question requires consulting subregions according to geo_decomposition/5. As subregions are checked to determine whether congestion has occurred, fluents describing these regions' congestion are memoised and corresponding rows inserted into the CONGESTEDREGION table. This speeds up any subsequent queries that depend on these fluents.
CONCLUSION
We have described a means of reasoning about spatial events by combining the elegance of the event calculus with the efficiency of a spatial database. The approach is not limited to the Simple Event Calculus as used in this paper but is appropriate for EC extensions, such as those described by Mueller [5] .
Our next step is to complete an implementation, already begun, that operates on data from the TIME project [2] . These data can be thought of as a stream of bus sightings covering the city of Cambridge, UK. As described by Bejan et al., in 2009 there were 115 buses contributing sightings on a typical weekday [3] and a sighting of each bus is taken around every 20 seconds. Data have been collected for most days since 2007 and a real-time feed of sightings is still available. This represents a large and continuing dataset that is perfect for evaluating the efficiency of our unification of runtime and historic congestion detection, as well as allowing us to fine-tune the interactions between Prolog and the spatial database engine.
